Fast & Profound Pain Relief and Accelerated Healing

- **PAIN RELIEF** — Quantum-Touch provides fast and profound relief from pain and inflammation, and accelerated healing for a wide range of conditions.

- **EMOTIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS** respond well to Quantum-Touch. It is not uncommon for someone who is experiencing an extremely painful emotional state to be brought to state of well-being in a Quantum-Touch session of 15-30 minutes.

- **PANIC ATTACKS** will usually conclude extremely rapidly. Life-force energy (also known as *prana* or *chi*) can produce effects of feeling emotionally balanced and can bring about rapid and profound emotional shifts in a short amount of time.

- **BACK PAIN and injuries** of any kind.

- **HIP, KNEE, ANKLE** problems.

- **REDUCTION OF INFLAMMATION**—from burns, injuries, infection, etc.

- **SCOLIOSIS, HIP MISALIGNMENT**, etc.

- **INSOMNIA**, . . . and much, much more....

**Distance Healing.** Tests done by Dr Norman Shealy, (M.D., Ph.D. Founding President of the American Holistic Medical Association), before and after receiving distance healing has shown a difference in the baseline reading in their EEG readings.

Quantum-Touch is not limited to humans alone. It can also be applied to animals, plant and food/drink.

A hospice worker states that Quantum-Touch worked to bring pain relief for cancer patients in cases where drugs did not help.

Richard Gordon — who devised this hands-on energy healing modality, explains that using various breathing exercises, the practitioners concentrate life-force energy in their hands. The recipient, using his/her own body’s biological intelligence will then automatically try and match this energy and thereby facilitate healing.

Life-force energy affects matter on the quantum, subatomic level and works its way up through atoms, molecules, cells, tissues, and structure.

Healing is a fascinating process which is generally very poorly understood. While many people think they can heal other people, it is of utmost importance to realize that **all healing is self-healing.** Ultimately, cells heal themselves. Cells desire to be well, and given the right energetic, emotional and nutritional environments, they will do just that. The body has an extraordinary inherent intelligence and ability to heal itself.

In principle, the Quantum-Touch practitioner, by combining various breathing and body awareness exercises, focuses and amplifies the life-force energy. When the practitioner holds a high vibrational field of life-force energy around the affected area, through a process of resonance and entrainment, the recipient naturally matches the vibration of the practitioner, allowing one’s own biological intelligence to do whatever healing it deems necessary. As long as the Quantum-Touch breathing and body awareness exercises are employed, the practitioner never becomes drained in the process.
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